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SUPERVISOR 
The present dissertation entitled "Dynamic Programming in Sampling" is 
submitted to Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh in partial fulfillment of the 
degree of Master of Philosophy in Statistics. 
The purpose of sampling theory is to develop the most economic 
procedures for sample selection and to construct estimator of the unknown 
population parameters of required precisions. 
Dynamic Programming is a mathematical technique often useful for 
making a sequence of interrelated decisions. It provides a systematic procedure 
for determining the combination of decisions which maximizes the overall 
effectiveness. 
This dissertation describes the use of dynamic programming in the 
problem of allocation in stratified sampling arising in Univariate and 
Multivariate Sample Surveys. These problems are formulated as Mathematical 
Programming Problems(MPP) and are solved by appropriate Mathematical 
Programming Technique specially the Dynamic Programming Technique. 
This dissertation consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 provides an 
introduction to the topic of this dissertation. 
In Chapter 2, the problem of allocation in univariate stratified sampling 
design is discussed. The problem of determining the sample size depends upon 
the aim of the survey, the cost involved, the required precision of the estimates, 
heterogeneity or homogeneity within strata, sizes of the strata etc. The various 
allocations used in stratified sampling and their comparisons with SRS are also 
discussed. The problem of allocation is also formulated as an Mathematical 
Programming Problem. A numerical example is presented to show the failure of 
classical method of obtaining Optimum allocation. Later on the same problem 
is solved by using Dynamic Programming Technique. 
In Chapter 3, the problem of allocation in multivariate stratified sampling 
is discussed. A generalized compromise allocation in which the cost of 
measurement varies with stratum as well as with various characters under study 
is discussed and the problem of obtaining the optimum compromise allocation 
is formulated as a Mathematical Programming Problem which is solved by 
using Dynamic Programming Technique. A numerical illustration is also 
presented. 
In Chapter 4, the problem of finding the mixed allocation for estimating 
the population mean of a stratified population, for a fixed cost and fixed 
precision are formulated as an MPP and are worked out first by using Lagrange 
Multipliers Technique and later on using Dynamic Programming Technique. 
The relative increase in precision due to the use of mixed allocation is studied 
to decide whether a mixed allocation is advisable or not. A numerical example 
is also presented to illustrate the computational details. 
A comprehensive list of references arranged in alphabetical order is also 
presented at the end of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 SURVEY: 
The term survey implies collecting information either qualitative or 
quantitative on a finite set or subset of units constituting a population. For 
example, we may be interested in collecting information either on a set of 
persons or a set of animals or a set of plants or a set of households or a group of 
villages/cities or a group of business establishments or educational institutions, 
etc. The purpose of survey is to provide required information used for future 
planning or to assess its present status of the government departments, business 
concerns or research institutions. 
Surveys that cover the entire population under consideration are called 
"Census" or "Complete Enumeration". On the other hand surveys that are 
based on a selected part of the population (called sample) are known as sample 
surveys. Surveys are varied in nature and may be conducted in variety of fields. 
1.1.1 Population & Sample: 
A population is a group of individual persons, objects or items under 
study. For example, the citizens of India, schools in a particular state, hospitals. 
area under cultivation of any specific crop or yield of any specific crop in 
various districts etc. 
A sample is a finite part of a statistical population whose properties are 
studied to gain information about the whole. When dealing with human 
population, it can be defined as a set of peoples selected from the population for 
the purpose of the collecting information. 
1.1.2 Sampling & Census: 
Sampling: 
It consists of selecting some part of the population to construct the 
estimates of some population characteristics. In other words it is the process or 
technique of selecting a suitable number of units as a representative part of a 
population for the purpose of estimating the parameters or characteristics of the 
whole population. 
Random and Non-Random Sampling: 
A sampling procedure which satisfies the following properties is termed 
as "Random sampling". 
1. A set of distinct samples 5], 52,...,5^ of a fixed size can be defined. 
2. Each possible sample 5'/;(/ = l,2,...,v) is assigned a known probability of 
selection ;r/;(/= l,2,...,v) 
3. The sampling procedure is capable of selecting any one of the possible 
sample Sj with its assigned probability TTJ . 
4. The method of computing the estimate from the sample leads to a unique 
estimate for any specified sample. 
A sampling procedure which does not satisfy the above properties is 
termed as "non-random sampling". 
Since no elements of probability is involved in non-random sampling 
procedures they are not capable of fiirther development of sampling theory. 
Hence, hereinafter, by sampling we mean only random sampling. 
The Principal Steps In Sample Surveys: 
Sample survey consists of the following major steps: 
1. Planning 
2. Processing & analysis of data 
3. Execution. 
4. Writing of the report. 
During planning stage, the whole operations beginning from the 
determination of objectives and fixation of population till the finalization of 
report, should be kept in mind before execution of the survey. 
We may consider following points while conducting any survey: 
1. Objective of the survey. 
2. Determination of sampling units. 
3. Determination of sampling frame. 
4. Types of data to be collected. 
5. Appropriate precision to be fixed for sample results. 
6. Method of data collecfion. 
7. Determinationof sample size. 
8. Selection of sampling design. 
9. Organization of field work. 
10. Coding, Tabulation, Analysis of the collected data. 
11. Interpretation of results obtained from the sample. 
Another aspect is to determine the survey period, that is the time period 
during which the survey data are to be collected; the reference period, the time 
period to which the data for all units should refer; the reporting period. 
Processing of data and its analysis should be carried out keeping in view 
the objectives of the survey. 
The report should be written in such a way that it exhibits the analysis 
depending on the objectives of the survey. 
Census: 
A census is a study that includes every member of the population under 
consideration. Census usually means the decennial count of every member of 
the country's population. However if each and every unit of the population is 
evaluated the survey is described as a "Census" or "Complete Enumeration". 
Census can be seen as survey in more detailed sense it measures the 
nature of 'human-stock' or 'human-resources'. The census provides a general 
description, but there are many other government surveys which examines 
particular aspects of the life of the population in more detail and with greater 
frequency. 
1.1.3 Census vs Sample Survey: 
Census or complete enumeration of all the units of the population is 
undertaken when we needs to obtain exact information about the population and 
its parameters. However, information gather through census is not without 
error. There may be observational errors and errors due to non-response. The 
effort, money and time is bound to be extremely large in case of large 
populations. Moreover, one might not always be very much interested to 100% 
accurate information for planning and sometimes information with permissible 
margin of error serves the desired objectives. 
As an alternative to census, a sample survey may be conducted with the 
help of a sample of units to draw inferences on the characteristics of a finite 
population. As a sample survey deals with a small number of units compared to 
census and it becomes a feasible proposition of limited amount of financial 
resources, professional manpower, survey materials, data processing 
equipments, etc. In a sample study the sampling error decreases with the 
increase in the sample size, while non-sampling errors tend to increase with the 
increase in the sample size. In census we encounter only the non-sampling 
errors. 
Despite of having such problems in census it is not always unwarranted 
we often come across situations requiring census or complete enumeration of 
human population and live stock population, agriculture, industry, assessment 
of income tax recruitment of personnel for a particular establishment, etc. 
On the other hand if the population is infinite or sufficient resources, time 
and manpower etc. are not available sampling is the only alternative that 
provides the required information about the population under study. 
1.2 VARIOUS SAMPLING DESIGNS: 
1.2.1 Simple Random Sampling (SRS): 
A procedure for selecting a sample out of a finite population in which 
each of the possible distinct samples of a fixed size has an equal chance of 
being selected is called "Simple Random Sampling". A simple random sample 
is free from sampling bias as all the units of the population have equal chance 
of being selected in the sample. SRS may be with or without replacement. 
Simple Random Sampling With Replacement (SRSWR): 
In SRSWR a unit is selected from the population consisting of N units, 
its contents are noted and then the unit is replaced back in the population before 
the next draw is made, and the process is repeated n -times to give a sample of 
size n. In this method at each draw all the N units of the population are 
available for drawing and have the same probability — of being selected. Here 
the same unit of population may occur more than once in the sample (order in 
which the sample units are obtained is regarded).There are N" WR samples of 
size n from a population of size N and each has an equal probability — of 
being selected. 
Simple Random Sampling Without Replacement (SRSWOR): 
Suppose the population consists of N units, then, in SRSWOR a unit is 
selected, its content noted and the unit is not replaced to the population before 
next draw is made. The process is repeated n times to obtain a sample of n 
units. In WOR sampling also the probability of selection of any unit at any draw 
is — .In SRSWOR any unit of population can not appear in the sample more 
N 
than once (order is ignored).There are C„ possible distinct samples of size n 
out of a population of size A'^ . In SRSWOR all the samples are distinct and each 
sample has an equal probability -r-— of selection. 
1.2.2 Cluster Sampling: 
In random sampling, it is preasumed that the population has been 
divided into a finite number of distinct and identifiable units called the 
sampling units. The smallest units into which the population can be divided are 
called the 'elements' of the population and a group of such elements is known 
as "clusters". After dividing the populafion into specified number of cluster (as 
a rule, the number of elements in a cluster should be small and the number of 
clusters should be large) an SRS of an adequate number of clusters is obtained 
and each and every unit of the selected cluster is measured and the required 
estimators are constructed. When the sampling units is a cluster, the sampling is 
called Cluster Sampling. For example, in a population survey it may be cheaper 
to collect data from all person in a sample of households than from a sample of 
the same number of persons selected directly from all the persons. 
There are two main reasons for using cluster as sampling units: 
1) A complete list (sampling frame) of the population units is not available 
and therefore the use of individual units as sampling units is not feasible. 
2) Even when a complete list of population units is available, by using 
cluster as sampling unit the cost of sampling may reduce considerably. 
1.2.3 Stratified Random Sampling: 
The precision of an estimator of the population parameters depends on 
the size of the sample and the variability or heterogeneity among the units of 
the population. If the population is very heterogeneous and considerations of 
the cost limit the size of the sample, it may be found impossible to get a 
sufficiently precise estimate by taking a simple random sample from the entire 
population. The solution of this problem lies in Stratified Sampling Design. In 
Stratified Sampling the population of size A'^  is divided into non overlapping 
and exhaustive groups called Strata each of which is relatively more 
homogeneous as compared to the population as a whole. Independent simple 
random samples of predetermined sizes from each strata are drawn and the 
required estimators of the population parameters are constructed. 
Principal Reasons For Stratification: 
1) To gain in precision, we may divide a heterogeneous population into 
strata in such a way that each stratum is internally as homiogeneous as possible. 
2) For administrative convenience in organizing and supervising the field 
work. Stratified sampling is best suited. 
3) To obtain separate estimates for some part of the populafion. 
4) We can accommodate different sampling plans in different strata. 
5) We can have data of known precision for certain sub divisions, consisting 
of one or more strata and each sub division is treated as a separate population. 
6) Sampling problems may differ markedly in different parts of the 
population. With the human populations, people living in institutions like 
hotels, hospitals etc. are often placed in a different stratum from people living in 
ordinary homes because a different approach to the sampling is appropriate for 
the two situations. 
1.2.4 Double Sampling: 
In sample surveys, a number of sampling techniques like the use of ratio 
and regression estimates require information about an auxiliary variable x 
which is highly correlated with the main variable y to increase the efficiency of 
the estimator of unknown parameters. There may be situations where such 
auxiliary information is not available but can be obtained relatively easily at a 
comparatively lower cost in terms of time and money. In such situations, it may 
be suitable to draw a relatively large preliminary sample and estimate the 
unknown auxiliary parameter and then take either an independent sample, or a 
sub sample of the first sample for measuring the main variable of interest. This 
technique of estimating the auxiliary parameter first through a preliminary large 
sample and then drawing the second sample to measure x and y both is known 
as double sampling. 
1.2.5 Two Stage Sampling: 
Suppose that each unit called the first stage unit (fsu) that are nearly 
homogeneous in the population can be divided into a number of smaller units 
,or subunits called second stage units (ssu). A sample of n fsu has been 
selected. If ssu within a selected fsu give similar results, it seems uneconomical 
to measure them all. A common practice is to select and measure a sample of 
the ssu from each choosen fsu. This technique is called subsampling, since the 
fsu is not measured completely but is itself sampled. Another name, due to 
Mahalanobis, is Two Stage Sampling, because the sample is taken in two 
stages. At first stage a sample of fsu often called the primary units is selected, 
then at the second stage a sample of ssu or sub units from each chosen fsu is 
selected for measurement. Two stage has a great variety of applications, which 
go far beyond the immediate scope of sample surveys. Whenever any process 
involve chemical, physical, or biological tests that can be performed on a small 
amount of material, it is likely to be drawn as a subsample from a larger amount 
that is itself a sample. 
1.3 THE GENERAL MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEM (MPP): 
Mathematical programming is concerned with finding optimal solutions 
to the problems of decision making under limited resources to meet the desired 
objectives. 
12 
The mathematical model of an MPP may be given as: 
Maximizeyor Minimize) Z=fyx) 
Subject to gi{x)[<,=,>\bi ; i = \,2,...,m 
and x>Q 
where x^-(xi,X2,...,x„)is an «component vector of decision variables, 
f{x)andgi{x) are functions of xi,X2,...,x„,bi ; i = l,2,...,m are known 
constants. 
Furthermore one and only one of the signs [<,=,^] holds for each constraint. 
1.4 MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES: 
Depending upon the nature of objective function f{x) and the constraints 
functions g/(x) and other restrictions on the decision variables, the MPP may 
be classified into two main classes. 
(i) Linear programming problem (LPP): 
In a linear programming problem all the involved functions are linear. 
(ii)Non-Linear programming problem (NLPP): 
In non-linear programming problem all the involved functions are not 
linear. 
13 
All LPPs can be solved by using simplex method. But unlike to LPP 
there is no single technique that can solve every NLPP. Special techniques are 
developed by exploiting the specific features of the objective function, 
constraints and other restriction on the decision variables. Some of the specific 
NLPPs are listed below: 
* Quadratic programming 
* Geometric programming 
* Stochastic programming 
* Integer programming 
*Dynamic programming 
*Seperable programming 
It is to be noted that all the above classes of NLPPs are neither disjoint 
nor exhaustive. The details of all these programming techniques are beyond the 
scope of this dissertation. However some of the techniques that are used in the 
subsequent chapters are discussed in some detail. 
1.5 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE: 
The term was originally used by Bellman (1957) to describe the process 
of solving problems where one needs to find the best decisions one after 
another. Bellman's contribution is remembered in the name of the Bellman 
14 
equation, a central result of dynamic programming which restates an 
optimization problem in recursive form. 
Dynamic programming is a mathematical technique often useful for 
making a sequence of interrelated decisions. It provides a systematic procedure 
for determining the combination of decisions which maximizes the overall 
effectiveness. 
In contrast to linear programming, there does not exist any standard 
mathematical formulation for the dynamic programming problem. Dynamic 
programming is an approach to problem solving, and the particular equations 
used must be developed so as to fit each individual situation. Therefore, a 
certain degree of ingenuity and insight into the general structure of dynamic 
programming problems is required to recognized when a problem can be solved 
by dynamic programming technique, and how it could be done. These abilities 
can probably best be developed by an exposure to a wide variety of dynamic 
programming applications and a study of the characteristics which are common 
to all of these situations. 
The basic feature which characterize the problem that can be handled by 
dynamic technique may be described as follows. 
1) The problem can be divided up into stages, with a policy decision 
required at each stage. 
15 
2) Each stage has a number of states associated with it. 
3) The effect of the poUcy decision at each stage is to transform the current 
state into a state associated with the next stage. 
4) Given the current state, an optimal poUcy for the remaining stages is 
independent of the policy adopted in previous stages. 
5) The solution procedure begins by finding the optimal policy for each 
state of the last stage. 
6) A recursive relationship is available which identifies the optimal policy 
for each state with n stages remaining ,given the optimal policy for 
each state with (n-\) stages remaining. 
7) Using this recursive relationship, the solution procedure moves backward 
stage by stage each time finding the optimal policy for each state of that 
stage, until the optimal policy at the initial stage is determined. 
1.5.1 Dynamic Programming In Sample Surveys: 
The problem of deriving statistical information on population 
characteristics, based on sample data, can be formulated as an optimization 
problem in which we wish to minimize the cost of the surveys, which is the 
16 
function of the sample size, size of the sampling unit, the sampling scheme and 
the scope of the survey, subject to the restriction that the loss in precision 
arising out of making decisions on the basis of the survey results is within a 
certain prescribe limit or alternatively, we may maximize the precision of the 
estimate subject to the restriction that the cost of the survey is within the given 
budget. Thus we are interested in finding the optimal sample size and the 
optimal sampling scheme which will enable us to obtain estimates of the 
population characteristics with prescribed properties. 
Many of such problems have the essential features of the problems that can 
be formulated as a mathematical programming problem and can be handled 
using Dynamic Programming Technique (DPT). 
17 
CHAPTER 2 
THE PROBLEM OF ALLOCATION IN STRATIFIED 
SAMPLING: THE UNIVARIATE CASE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION: 
After fixing the number of strata L and stratum boundaries before 
drawing a stratified sample tlie sampler must decide about the sample size «/,; 
h - 1,2,..., Z to be drawn from each stratum. The problem of determining the 
value of n/,; h-\,2,...,L are known as the " Problem of allocation " in 
stratified sampling literature. The criterion for determining the sample size may 
depend upon the aim of the survey, the cost involved, the precision of the 
estimates required heterogeneity or homogeneity within strata, sizes of strata, 
etc. 
Let A'^ , be the population size. 
n, be the sample size. 
th 
In h stratum let 
N^, be the stratum size. 
n^, be the sample size. 
//j = —^, be the sampling fraction. 
Nu Wu = —^, be the stratum weight. 
« TV 
yhj' J - lj2,- • •, A'^ /,, be the value of the characteristic under study for the 
/ ' unit. 
1 Nh 
Yfj = — ^ y^jj , be the stratum mean. 
1 rJh 
y^= — y]yhi •> ^^ the sample mean. 
2 1 ^ - 2 
Xjiyhj ~ /^?) ' b^ ^ ^^ variance in the stratum. N,-if:/'j 
2 1 "'^  - 2 
j ' , = X^-^/y' - .^ /j) ' ^^ t^^ sample variance. 
Further let 
k Nf, k _ 
r = I ] X-^ ^7 ^ Yu^h^h^ ^^ the population total. 
19 
_ I L Nh Y \ ^ - ^ 
and Y ^—YYjyhj^~ = — Y.^hYh = Y.^hYhM the population mean. 
Define y^^, the stratified sample mean as 
/ 2 = 1 
2.1.1 Properties Of Estimates: 
(i) Since the sampling is simple random within each stratum, y^^ is 
unbiased estimator for 7/, and 
L L _ 
E{yst)= T.^hE(yh)= T^hh=Y, yst is an unbiased 
h=\ h=] 
estimate of the overall population mean Y. 
(ii) Since the sampling is a simple random within each stratum we have 
Hyst)-v [ ^ ^ l^hn 
U=i J 
J \_ 
20 
W j 1 A 
h=\\^n ^h 
^l^l 
h =1V 
L c2 
h=l "h 
2.2 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM: 
The most commonly used allocations in stratified sampling are: 
(i) Equal Allocation. 
(ii) Proportional Allocation. 
(iii) Optimum Allocation 
and (iv) Neyman Allocation (special case of optimum allocation), 
(i) Equal Allocation: In equal allocation the total sample size n is 
n distributed equally among L strata so that «;,=—»«', where n is the nearest 
integer to n/^  for all h = \,2,...,L . 
Under equal allocation 
L 
yst = T^^hyh 
21 
1 ^ 
where J^ /, = —Tj^/z/ ,h^l,2,-,L 
n . , 
It can be seen that 
»'(?«w,=^i;5(i-/*]|4-y (see Kish 1995) 
(ii) Proportional Allocation: In proportional allocation we take 
«/j ex Nfj or rifj = KNf^ 
Taking summations of both the sides for h = 1,2,...,L. 
We get 
or n = KN 
or K = n 
n nh=-^h^WhNh 
Under proportional allocation the variance of y^^ is given by 
v{yst) prop 
^ 1 1 ^ •'^  T 
4=1 n N 
(iii) Optimum Allocation: In this method of allocation the sample sizes «/, 
in the respective strata are determined with a view to minimize Viy^i) for a 
22 
specified cost of conducting the sample survey or to minimize the total cost 'C 
of the survey for a specified value of V{ygi). 
The problem can be formulated as a nonlinear programming problem (NLPP). 
(a) For fixed cost: 
Minirnize V(y,)=i'^^l^-i'^ 
h=\ «/« h=\ ^h 
subject to C = CQ + ^c^Hfj 
and Nfj>nfj>l 
where CQ denote the overhead cost and c/, denote the per unit measurement 
th 
cost in h stratum. 
(b)For fixed variance: 
Minimize CQ =^C/J« / , 
subject to Y^^hlhi-Ypllhi<^ 
and Ny,>nyj > 1 
where CQ=C-CQ- ^cj^nj^ and v is the fixed value of V{yg() 
23 
2.2.1 The Classical Method Of Obtaining The Optimum Allocation: 
In this method of allocation the sample sizes «/, in the respective strata 
are determined with a view to minimize V{yg() for a specified cost of 
conducting the sample survey or to minimize the cost for a specified value of 
viyst)-
The usual Cost function in stratified sampling is: 
(2.1) 
as define earlier. 
iC-CQ)=Y,Chnh=C' (say) 
/ 2 = 1 
(2.2) 
and also we know that 
viysth I rx.2<.2 _ Y_h__h__ y h h 
Y-JLJL^V'{Say) (2.3) 
Now C and V are functions of w/^  only. To minimize F'for fixed Cor C 
for fixed V are both equivalent to minimize the product 
rc' = yZhZA. 
(L ^ 
(2.4) 
24 
It can be minimized by the use of Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. 
2.2.2 Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality: 
If «/j,6/j;/? = 1,2,...,L are two sets of L positive numbers, then 
L Y L \ f L Y ij 
T^'^h ^^h \- Yj^hh '•> equality holds if and only if —is constant for 
,/?=! j[h=\ J U= l J "^ 
all/?, 
Define 
. , = ^ > o and bfj = ^ JcfjHfj > 0 
Then, 
v'c = Y^hhl^hfli^I^hf^ llWhSh-h 
h=\ h=\ ./i=l 
(2.5) 
Thus no choice of n/jCan make V'C smaller than 
\h=\ 
This 
minimum value occurs when — = Constant, say ^ . 
ay, 
H [ nfj rifj^JCfj 
ah Wi,Sh WhSh 
= K 
nij=K WhSh (2.6) 
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or n^oz^^ (2.7) 
Taking summation on both the sides of (2.6), we get 
L 
//=1 
or, 
_^j^WhSh 
/?=i yl'^h 
r- " 
h=] -J^h 
and (2.6) gives 
Wj,Sfj/^ 
(2.8) 
rih^n— '- =n—^ '-^ (2.9) 
h=] h=\ 
The value of n depends on whether the sample is chosen to minimize the 
variance V{ygi) for a specified total cost C or to minimize the total cost C for a 
specified value V of ^^ (j^ ^^ ), ignoring the terms independent «/j. 
Case (i) If Cost is fixed: 
Substituting the value of n^, under optimum allocation in cost function given by 
(2.2), we get: 
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L L 
n-
L 
/2=1 h=l 
L 
or C-CQ=n^ 
h=\ 
L 
{C-co)Y,WhSh/^ 
or n = - ^ (2.10) 
h=\ 
(2.9) and (2.10) give 
L 
{C-co)Y,WhSh/^fch „, ^ / r -
Hf, - X~ 
h=\ h=\ 
{C-co)WhSh/^, 
or rifj = J , n = l,Z,...,L (2.11) 
V{y^() under optimum allocation for fixed cost is given by 
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L 
V{yst)ont = Z 
h=\ 
'opt 
h=\ L 
{C-CQ)WhSh Nh ^l^l 
v{yst\ 
( L 
opt (c-^o) YWhSh^Ch - I \h=\ 
i, w, si 
h=\ 
h ^h 
N 
(2.12) 
(ii)If V{yg{) is fixed: 
Substituting the optimum value of rifj in expression of V{yg() that is 
or 
1 Nh 
1 L L n^2r.2 
= z— U=l J 
1 
n 
L \( L 
V/2=l Ah=\ 
This gives 
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f L Y L 
n-
\h=\ 
Y^hSh^h YWhShl^^h 
Ah=l 
and the values of «/, is obtained as 
nh = 
( L Y L \ 
YWhh^h YWi,Shl4^h 
U=i ;U=i ^ 
L _ 
h=l 
^hShl4^h] Yw^Sh^Th 
or n^j-- h=\ 
1 L 
; // = 1,2,...,I 
^^ h=\ 
The minimum total cost C for fixed Variance may be worked out as: 
L L {WhSh/MY^hSh^|^h 
Ufi 
^^  h=l 
or 
f L 
C =Co + 
Y^hShyJ^h 
yh--
^^  /j=l 
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(iv) Neyman Allocation : 
When C}j-c for h = 1,2,...,L that is, the cost of measurement per unit 
is same for all stratum the total cost of the survey C-CQ+ ^cn^j = CQ + en . In 
h=l 
this case optimum allocation for fixed cost reduces to the optimum allocation 
for fixed total sample size n. Substituting C^=c for all h in (2.9)we get 
nfj=n L (2.13) 
or n^ cc W^Sfj or n^ cc NfjS^ 
This allocation is known as Neyman allocation. 
V{ysf) under Neyman allocation: 
'*^«>*^%?,fel;'''^-i ^ M 
L I f L 
\ 
nWfjSfj l^hSh Vh'- J 
^l^l-jfj^l^l 
1 
n 
(I r 1 ^ 
The total sample size n can be obtained as follows: 
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Case (i) if cost is fixed : 
Substitute the value of n^ under Neyman allocation in cost function 
given by (2.2), for c^ =c: 
L L 
h=l h=\ 
en 
or the total sample size will become n - C-CQ 
and the value of «/, can be obtained by substituting the values of n in 
(2.13),weget 
Hfj =n— ^n— 
h=\ h=\ 
or nh 
{C-co)WhSh 
V(jg() under Neyman allocation for fixed cost 
h=\ {C-co)WhSh Nh ^h^l 
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f L Y L 
\h=\ Ah=\ 
(C-co) 
( L ^2 / 
U=i 
--Y^hSl 
n 
L ^ 
U=l 
N 
Case (ii) if Viy^^) is fixed : 
Substitute the value of «/j in the following 
v[yst) -y- l ^ ^ - l ^ 
h=l ^h h^x ^h 
1 Z ^ L l^2r-2 
^^ h=\ h=\^WhSi, 
( ^ 
T^hSh 
U=i ; 
^ if^ y 
n \h=\ J 
n = 
f ^ 1 
U = i ; 
Thus the value of n^ is obtained as: 
nh = 
( L ^^ 
IWhSh 
U=i 
1 
WhSh 
^^ h=\ /?=1 
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n^ 
\h=\ ) 
Cost under Neyman allocation for fixed precision is 
It is obtained by putting the value of «/, in cost function. 
C = co + 
L ( L 
1 ^ 
=> ^Neyman ~ '^ O "*"• 
\h=\ J 
2.2.3 Comparison Of Optimum Allocation With Proportional Allocation 
And Simple Random Sampling Estimate Of Y: 
Consider the variances of estimator of population mean under simple 
random sampling (wor), proportional allocation and optimum allocation, which 
are as follows: 
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y ran '-' 
n 
'prop=^ w i = - iw^si - A iw,si 
( L \ 
Vopt-
n 
1 ^ „ . . 2 
S^/.^/, -Trl^^hS, 
\h=\ J N h=\ 
Now 
h=\j=\ h^\j=\ 
L Nu L Nu L Nu 
h=\j=\ /?=iy=] h=\j=l 
liNh-^)sl + I^Nh(Yh-Yf+2Y,(Yh-Y) 
h=] h^\ h=\ 
Uyhj-Yh) 
7=1 
Since the sum of the deviations of the values from their mean is zero, the last 
summation in the above expression vanishes and we get 
(A^  -1)^2 = Y.iN^ -\)sl + Y^Nh[Yh -Y)^ 
h=\ h=\ 
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for large N, l ->O.So that ^ ^ ^ = M Z M ^ ^ ^ , , and 
A^  N-l l-(l/A^) 
Nh _ Nh/N 
N-l l-il/N) = Wh 
this gives 
S^ = l^hSl + TMh-Yf-
h=\ h=\ 
Hence 
^-f.2j-fj^^^sl.'-^iw,(n-yf 
'ran "^  
n n n h=\ 
] — f — — 0 
^prop "•" — ^^hvh~Y) ~^prop + positivequantity. Thus 
" h=\ 
V >V 
'^ ran -' prop • 
(2.14) 
Further more 
2 1 ^ „ . o2 1 ( L \ Vprop - Vopt = -Tw^si - - Y^w,si - - Y^w,s, 
"^Ti •• ^^/,=i •• ^Kh=\ 
h=\ U=l J 
L f Z f 
I ^ W + lWf,S^ -2 
h=\ U-1 ; 
f ^ f 
I^/.^/. 
U=i y 
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A2 L ( L Y L 
h=] Kh=] J h=] 
( L Y L \ 
\h=l )\h=\ ) 
as YWh=\ 
h=\ 
h=\ 
^l-( ^ 
U=i 
-2Sh 
( L \ 
\ L ( L 
n h=\ 
= + ve quantity. 
V h=\ J 
L ( L \ 
Vprop = Vopt + - Z^ /? ^h- T^h^h 
n , 1 7 1 h=] V //=i ; 
V > V . 
'^ prop - '^ opt (2.15) 
from (2.14) and (2.15), we get 
V >V >V * 
'^ ran - '^ prop - *^  opt 
Also, Vf^fj in terms of V^p^ may be given as 
L { L 
Kan- Vopt+-lWh h-TW^h 
h = \ 
V . . L 
+ 
1-/ 
V h=\ ) n 
lyh^h-u 
/?=i 
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2.3 FAILURE OF THE CLASSICAL METHOD: 
Consider the following example due to the Cochran (1977). 
For a population having two strata the following information are 
available. 
STRATA 
1 
2 
TOTAL 
Nh 
16 
48 
Sh 
232.04 
74.71 
H^hSh = 
NhSh 
3712.64 
3.586.08 
7298.72 
The Neyman allocation for a total sample size «of 48 are given by 
n\-n 
NiSi 48x3712.64 
A l^^ l + N2S2 7298.72 
= 24.40 « 24 
N2S2 48x3586.08 ^. ._ . . 
m = n ^^-^ = = 23.58 « 24 
^ A l^^ i + N2S2 7298.72 
Since stratum 1 have only 16 units in it, this allocation is infeasible 
because «i =24 > A^j =16. 
2.4 THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH: 
As discussed in the previous section sometime the standard formulae for 
computing various allocations fails to produce feasible sample sizes as we have 
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already seen in section 2.4. In such situations we need an alternative method to 
work out a feasible as well as optimum allocation. As described in Chapter 1, 
Section 1.5 Dynamic Programming has the potential to handle this situation. 
Moreover it can be extended to obtain integer optimum allocation because for 
practical purposes we need integer values of «/,. Usually the non integer sample 
sizes are rounded off to thier nearest integer values. But the rounding off may 
produce undesired results. The rounded off allocation may become infeasible or 
non optimum. The following example from Arthanari and Dodge(1981) 
exhibits the use of Dynamic Programming Technique to deal with the situations 
discussed in the section 2.3. 
The problem of allocation for a fixed total sample size n is given as the 
following NLPP. 
Minimize ^ ri 1 ^ 
/j=i nh ^h 
subject to X/^/j~^ 
Nfj>n^>l,n^ int eger /2 = 12,...,I 
(2.16) 
where ah=W^sl 
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L f 
As 2 1 1 ^ ^a^ ^ah _^ 4^ ah a/j = ^ — - ^ — ^ and ^'—^ is constant for 
S l« /? ^hj h=\'^h h=\^h h=\^h 
L 
a given population therefore it is sufficient to consider ^ — for minimization 
and we have the NLPP (2.16) as: 
n 
Minimize ^ — 
L 
subject to ^n^-n 
h=\ 
A^/,>«/,>l, «/, integer h = 1,2,....,L 
(2.17) 
If Nh>nfj>\, h-1,2,...,L are relaxed, then n/^ , given by expression 
(2.13) is 
Hfj - n ; h - \,2,...,L 
//-I 
(2.18) 
Formula (2.18) for «/, may give value of n^ with the following 
infeasibilities, 
(1) nfj>N}j forsome/z. 
(2) w/j may not be an integer for every h 
(3) «/j<l for some h 
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In sampling, eventuality (1) is referred to oversampling, i.e, the optimal 
allocation requires sampling more than 100% units in certain strata which is 
impossible. Non integer solution may be rounded off but they may produce 
infeasible or non optimum result. (3) can be easily taken care of by assuming 
that we sample at least one unit from each stratum, and allocating the rest 
L ^ 
n' -{n-L) units optimally. The objective fiinction ^ — is strictly convex, as 
a;j>0,and S^ >0 V /z.Now we have to minimize a strictly convex fiinction 
over a bounded convex region, created by a single linear constraint and 21 
upper and lower bounds of n/^  .when L = 2,the feasible region and the objective 
fiinction may be graphed as in Figure 1 on page 41. Both N\ and 7^ 2^ ^^  larger 
than n .otherwise, we may have the configuration shown in Figure 2 on page 
41. 
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Figure 1: Feasible region and objective function when Ni and N2 are both larger than n. 
1 Ni 
Figure 2: Feasible region and objective function when only N2 is larger than n. 
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The dynamic programming approach to the NLPP (2.17) is given below : 
Let f{k,r) be the minimal value of the objective function, using only the first 
k strata with the total sample size r ,That is, 
/ f c r ) = m i n X ^ 
h=fh 
k 
subject to ^nij=r r (2-19) 
h=] 
and l<n}j<N^, n^ integer h = 1,2,...,k 
Thus problem (2.17) is equivalent to the problem of finding f{L,n). 
f{L,n) is found recursively, by finding /(A:,r);for A: = 1,2,3,...,!and 
r = 0,1,...,«. 
Now , f{k, r) = min 
k-\ 
subject to '^rifj = r - ri]^ 
h=\ 
l<nfj<Nfj, Hfj integer/? = 1,2,....,^-! 
For a fixed integer value of «yt, ^^^k- niin[^, A^yt ]' / ( ^ ' ^) is given by 
+ mm 
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k-\ 
subject to '^n^=r-H}^. 
h=\ 
\<nij < Nfj, Hfj integer/? = 1,...,A:-1} 
By definition the term in the braces is equal to f{k -\,r-ni^). 
Suppose we assume that for a given k,f{k-l,r) is known for all 
possible r = 0,1,...,«.then 
f{k,r)= min + f{k-l,r-nk) (2.20) 
The relation (2.20) is called the "Dynamic Programming Recurrence 
Relation". Initially we set f{k, r)-co, if r <k since we wish to have n^>\, 
for each h = \,2,...,k,r must be at least equal to k. Also 
/(U)= mm n\ =r,l<«i < A'^ i 
/(u)= I'co for r>N\ or r <\ 
a\lr for \<r<N\ 
We tabulate the values of f{k,r) and the optimal nj^, for each k 
systematically. Then from f{L,n), optimal ni can be found; from 
f{L-\,n-ni) optimal «^_i can be found; and so on, until finally we find 
optimal n\. 
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2.5 A NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION: 
Table above shows the number of inhabitants of 64 large cities in the 
U.S., in thousands, for the year 1930. The cities are grouped into three strata. 
There are 16, 20 and 28 cities respectively, in the first, second and third 
stratum. 
Table 2.1: Data for three strata 
Stratum 1 
Ni=l6 
(values of yij) 
90 58 
82 49 
78 44 
81 45 
67 46 
124 46 
57 40 
63 37 
36 
32 
33 
30 
29 
29 
25 
29 
Stratum 2 
N2=20 
(values ofy2j ) 
31 25 
27 23 
28 26 
25 29 
27 
21 
26 
21 
20 
18 
16 
20 
15 
16 
14 
17 
Stratum 3 
#3=28 
(values of ;;3,) 
14 14 16 
17 12 12 
15 13 12 
14 13 13 
11 10 
12 11 
12 11 
15 11 
— 2 Table 2.2 gives the computed values of Yfj,Yjj,Sfj and /^^ from the data 
provided in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.2: Values of Y}jJ}j,Shiind Wf, 
Stratum 
h 
1 
2 
3 
Total 
Nh 
16 
20 
28 
64 
Yh 
1007 
552 
394 
1953 
Yh 
62.9375 
27.6000 
14.0714 
Sfj 
540.0625 
14.6737 
7.2540 
Wh 
0.2500 
0.3125 
0.4375 
2 2 Now a/j given by Wfj Sfj , are 
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ai =33.7539 a2=lA330 & 03 =1.3885. 
Suppose we wish to allocate optimally a total sample size of 24 units among the 
three strata. The Neyman allocation for the given sample size is given by 
Which gives «i*=17.0350, ^2* =3.5100 & 113* =3.4549. 
The rounded off integer values are 17,4 & 3. 
However, stratum 1 has only 16 cities in all. Therefore this solution is 
infeasible i.e. we have the problem of over sampling. So we resort to the 
Dynamic Programming Approach to get an integer optimal solution. 
First we calculate 
/(l,r) = -!-;forl<r<A^i 
r 
Then we calculate 
/(2,r)= min 
«2 feasible 
^ + f(lr-n2) 
"2 
and note the optimal n2 for each r. 
Using /(2,r) we compute /(3,r). The Table 3 below gives the values of 
f{k,r) for different values of ^&r. 
45 
f{k,r)= min 
«/t=l'2, ,« 
^ + f{k-\,r-nk) for A:=l,2and/(3,24). 
Table 2.3 
r 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Au) 
3.7539 
6.8769 
1.2513 
8.4385 
6.7508 
5.6257 
4.8220 
4.2192 
3.7504 
3.3754 
3.0685 
2.8128 
2.5964 
2.4110 
2.2403 
2.1096 
-
«1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
-
/(2,r) 
-
35.1869 
18.3099 
12.6824 
9.8715 
8.1838 
7.0587 
6.2550 
5.5385 
4.9359 
4.4669 
4.0919 
3.7850 
3.5293 
3.2905 
3.0741 
2.8887 
2.7280 
2.5873 
2.4679 
2.3962 
2.3484 
2.3143 
2.2887 
«2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
/(3,^) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
2.8150 
«3 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
4 
Thus, we find «3=4, and /(3,24)=2.8150. with r = 24-4 = 20 and 
A: = 2 we get rt2 = 4. Finally r = 20-4 = 16and A: = 1, we find «i = 16. Hence 
,16, 4, 4 are the optimal integer sample sizes. 
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The variance of the estimate of the population mean in this allocation is 
f \ 1 ^ 
F(I 
(0 = 
h=\ 
= 2.8150-2.2309 
 0.5841 
rifj Nh 
For comparison the rounded off integer solution ,(17, 4, 3), has a variance of the 
estimate equal to 
F(^) = 2.807-2.2309 = 0.5757 
However this solution is not feasible. For equal allocation i.e.,8 ,8 ,8, the 
variance of the estimate is 
K(^) =4.5719-2.2309 = 2.3410 
And finally for the proportional allocafion (6, 8, 10) we have the variances of 
the estimate given by 
F('^) = 5.9436-2.2309 = 3.7127 
This shows that the solution obtained by dynamic programming is the 
most precise solution. 
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This approach can be easily extended to the problem of optimally 
allocating the sample size, subject to budget restriction, instead of the restriction 
on the total sample size n. 
Suppose the cost per sample differs for the different strata. Let C be the 
total budget available. Then the problem can be formulated as: 
Minimize ^ — 
subject to '^C}jn}j=C 
And \<n^<Nfj, n^ integer for/ = 1,...,L 
We have the recursion formula given by 
k ^ 
subject to 'Y_^c^n^<c, 
\<n^<N^ n/j integer i = l,...,k 
k 
For all c feasible i.e. ^ c / j < c ^ < C . The method of finding optimal n^ is 
h=\ 
exactly same as discussed earlier. 
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An other version of the problem of optimum allocation: 
We can also treat similarly the problem of minimizing the total cost of 
sampling , subject to certain restrictions on the allowable loss in precision, we 
have the problem as: 
L 
Minimize ^CfjH^ 
h=\ 
L 
subject to 'Y^afj/rifj <v 
h=\ 
\<n}j<Nfj, rifj integer for h = l,...,L 
This problem can also be handled efficiently by using dynamic 
programming technique. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE PROBLEM OF ALLOCATION IN STRATIFIED 
SAMPLING: THE MULTIVARIATE CASE 
3.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Optimum allocation of sample sizes to various strata in univariate 
stratified random sampling is well known in the literature. In multivariate 
surveys where more than one characters are under study the optimum allocation 
becomes complicated because what is optimum for one character is generally 
not optimum for others. To deal with this situation a suitable overall optimality 
criterion is to be worked out. 
Cochran (1963) suggested the use of the average of individual optimum 
allocations for various characters. Chatterjee (1967) worked out a compromise 
allocation by minimizing the sum of the proportional increases in variances due 
to the use of non-optimum allocations. Both the above authors have assumed 
that the measurement cost with respect to various characters in a particular 
stratum is constant. 
This chapter deals with the situation when the cost of measurement varies 
with stratum as well as with various characters under study. The criterion for 
working out the compromise allocation is the same as that adopted by chatterjee 
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(1967). The resulting problem is formulated as a nonlinear programming 
problem and solution procedures are indicated. This work is based on Jahan, N 
etal.(1994). 
3.2 FORMULATION: 
Nu 
Let there be L strata of sizes N\,N2,-,Ni and W}^ =—-, h-l,2,....,L, 
L 
denote the stratum weights of the h^ stratum, where N=^N^ is the 
h=\ 
population size. Let p characters be defined on every unit of the population. In 
multivariate surveys usually the cost of measurement differs fi"om character to 
character. The total available budget C may be distributed among various 
characters in proportion to some measure of their importance. Thus if 
Cj denotes the amount allocated to measure the / character on sampled units, 
P 
we have C= ^C; 
7=1 
L 
and Cj = Y.Chjnhj (3.1) 
L P 
Thus C = X I % « ; y (3.2) 
h=\j=\ 
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th fh 
where C^j = cost of measuring the J character on a unit of h stratum 
and rifij = size of the sample for j character in the h stratum. 
If niy,h = \,2,....,L,j = \,2,....,p denotes the optimum allocation for a 
th * 
fixed budget C; given by (3.1) for measuring the j character then n^j are 
given by 
„lj=^p^^MU^-hMa I ; ; = lA....,p (3.3) 
h=\ 
7 th 
Where Sj^. denotes the stratum variance in the h stratum with respect 
th 
to the J character. 
If Vj denotes the variance (ignoring the Q)c) of the stratified sample 
th 
mean the j character under optimum allocation then 
f L \^ 
* 
YJ^hShj^j 
\h=\ Vj = ^— ^ (3.4) 
th 
The variance Vj (ignoring fpc) of the strafified sample mean for the j 
character under a non-optimal compromise allocation «/,,• =h = \,2,....,L is 
given by 
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L w 2„ 2 
yj-i: Wfj Sfy- (3.5) 
h=\ "^ 
th The relative increase in the variance for j character when a non-optimal 
compromise allocation is used is given by 
Vj - Vj Vj f . =-1 L-^L-\ J * * V- V-
(3.6) 
From (3.3) we get, 
WhShi U=l ; 
<slj - U=l 
*2 
n^j Chj 
C ' 
* 
( .2'I 
\ J 
(3.7) 
r2o2 Substituting the value of Wf^St given by (3.7) in (3.5) we get 
* *2 
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4c * 2 
V. L Cum,. 
(3.6) and (3.8) together gives 
^±^^hjnj^_, (3.9) 
If Cj s remains fixed that is if 
/z=l / /=1 
£ ,• given in (3.9) may be expressed as 
And the total relative increase is 
(3.10) 
The problem of obtaining the compromise allocation can thus be expressed as 
the non linear programming problem (NLPP): 
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^^^' -^m 
Minimize E = ^ ^ — vN ~^h\ (3.11) 
subject to Y^Cfynfj<Cj;j^l,2,....,p 
h=\ 
(3.12) 
«/j >0;/z = l,2,....,Z (3.13) 
However, using (3.9) the total relative increase in the variance may also be 
ressed as 
P p 
7=1 
L 
1 j^Chj%- ^ 
*2 
h=\j=\ ^J' 
or 
*2 
E' = E^p=Y.l- ''' 
h=\j=\ ^J C/nh 
(3.14) 
As p, the number of characters, is a constant, minimization of E' is equivalent 
to minimization of E. Now 
*2 
L P CujU,. 
h=\j=\ ^j^h 
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= Y ^ (3.15) 
where Q = 2^ = ;^/z = 1,2,...,! 
Thus the problem (3.11)-(3.13) can be expressed in a simpler form as 
L Q 
Minimize E-^Y.— (^ -^ ^^  
Subject to (3.12) and (3.13). 
The above problem is a nonlinear programming problem with a strictly 
convex objective function and linear constraints. When the values of C^j,Cj 
and «/,.• are known, the problem can be solved by using an appropriate convex 
programming technique. Kokan and Khan (1967) gave an analytical solution for 
such problems. 
* 
A compromise allocation is advisable only if the individual n^j's do not 
differ very much with respect to different characters. Otherwise it will result in 
large relative increases in Ej. If the costs Cj;j = \,2,-,P are roughly in 
proportion to the various individual costs C^ y ,(which is a realistic situation) the 
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IP 
variations in «^; due to variable C/w can be made roughly proportional to 
L 
C/j,;/z = l,2,...,L by keeping it proportional to ^Cfy , that is to the cost of 
measuring the j character on one unit of each stratum. 
In fact when C.are allocated according to the above criterion it may 
happen that only a fewer number of constraints out of the/? constraints given in 
(3.12) may remain effective and we then have a much easier problem to solve. 
The k constraint will become ineffective if there exists a q^ constraint such 
that - ^ > - ^ for all h = 1,2,..,I. 
In the following section we solve a numerical example with 1 = 2 and 
p-2 as an illustration. 
3.3 A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: 
In a two variate survey (jo = 2) the population is stratified into two strata 
(1 = 2). The following information is available. 
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Table 3.1 
Data for two strata and two characters 
h 
1 
2 
^h 
0.4 
0.6 
^m 
4.6 
2.8 
^hl 
332 
173 
( ( % ) ) = 
20^ 
22 
((Cyjj=(400 2000) 
Using (3.3) njy are worked out as 
Phj 
(4% 55 "l 
38 41 
The non-linear programming problem that minimizes (3.16) subject to (3.12) 
and (3.13), thus becomes, 
,,. . . 53.645 37.885 
Minimize + 
«1 «2 
subject to Art] + 5«2 ^ 400 
20«i + 22«2 < 2000 
and ni,n2 > 0 
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, 200 400 , 2000 400 , • .n ^^ ^^^^ 
As = —— and ^-^ > , the constraint 20«i + 22«2 ^ 2000 remains 20 22 
ineffective and we have to solve the NLPP with only 4«i + 5^2 ^ 400 as a 
constraint. From the figure 1 on page 59. it is clear that at the optimal point the 
constraint 4n-[ + Snj < 400 will be active and the optimal solution will be the 
point of contact of the rectangular hyperbola represented by the objective 
function and the straight line represented by 4«i + 5«2 = 400. This point of 
contact rounded up to the nearest integer value is obtained as (51,39). It can be 
shown that this solution satisfies Khun-Tucker (1952) necessary condition. The 
maximum relative increase in using this compromise allocation 
«] =51, «2 = 39, is for j = 2, that is, •— 1 only 6.5 percent. 
«2 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Figure 1. 
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For large problems we can use any appropriates mathematical programming 
technique. 
The Dynamic Programming Approach : 
Using the compromise criterion of Chatterjee (1967), with measurement 
cost variable with respect to both stratum and character, and assuming the total 
amount C available for the survey is earmarked with respect to different 
P 
characters in advance, that is C'= ^ C ; , where C; is the amount allocated to 
7=1 
measure the j character on all sampled units, Jahan, N et al. (1994) 
formulated the problem of obtaining the optimum compromise allocation as the 
nonlinear programming problem 
L ^ 
Minimize ^—^ (3.17) 
L 
subject to ^C/jH/j <C;; 7 = 1,2,...,p (3.18) 
h=\ 
and n/j>0 ;/2 = l,2,...,I (3.19) 
^ *2 
where Q = Yj^hj^ ^^j \h = 1,2,...,! 
7=1 
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L 
Cy = ^C/jyn/y;y = l,2,...,jt?,are fixed in advance, and 
h=\ 
nL,j = 1,2,...,;?, h = 1,2,...,! are the optimum allocation for the / character for 
the fixed budget Cj given by Neyman (1934) «/,; /2 = 1,2,...,L are the required 
compromise allocation. 
C}jj; j = 1,2,..., p is the cost of measuring the / character on a unit of h^ 
stratum. 
Dynamic programming basically takes a mulfi-stage decision process 
containing many interdependent variables and convert it into a form that can be 
optimized more easily using the standard optimizafion methods. The technique 
has been used quite extensively and successfially in solving a variety of 
problems that permit its use. For example, Pnevmaficos and Mann (1972) used 
dynamic programming in the determination of an opfimum tree bucking policy. 
Omule and Williams (1982) used it to determine an optimum partial 
replacement policy for sampling on successive occasions. In stradfied sampling 
the variance flincfion of the mean is additive and the sampling cost fiinctions 
usually adopted are also additive in nature (with respect to stratum sample size). 
This means that separability and monotonocity condifions of the objective and 
constraint functions which are necessary for the decomposition of an L -stage 
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problem into L single stage problems (Namhauser (1966) are always met in 
stratified sampling). 
The nonlinear programming problem (3.17) can be considered as an L-
stage dynamic programming problem with L decision variables «i,«2v?«z, 
and p constraints. The L decision variables are to be determined before 
allocating them to any particular stage. For example when the value of the first 
decision variable n\ is determined at stage 1, there must be sufficient amounts 
C j for allocation to n\. The amount remaining after allocation to n\ is to be 
determined before the value of ni is determined at stage 2, and so on. Thus the 
amount remaining for allocation must be known before making a decision at 
any stage of the Z-stage system. 
Let us define a sub problem of (3.17) involving only the first A; strata as 
k f~< 
Minimize Y,~ 0 20) 
k 
subject to ^Cfjjn^ <Zj;h = \,2,...,k (3.21) 
nh>0-h = \,2,...,k (3.22) 
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where A.- ; j = \,2,...,p are the available amount for allocation to k strata. 
Let A*(/li ) be the optimum value of the objective function using only 
the first k strata then 
f]^[Xl,A2,...Ap)-pi mm 
subject to ^C/yW/j < Xj; y = 1,2,...,p 
h=\ 
nfj<0;h = \,2,...,p 
Now /^*(/l],A2,...,Ap) pj- m m 
n\,n2,....,np 
j^^J-\Ch 
H 
h-\ rifj 
k-\ 
subject to J^Cfynh<Ai-Ckini^;j = l,2,...,p 
h--
k-\ 
Ya^hlH^h-^kl^k 
k-l 
Y.Chpn^<Xp-C],pnk 
h=\ 
nfj>0;h^\,2,...,k-l 
For a fixed value of n^. 
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0<nj^< min 1^ ^2 P 
Q l ' Q2 ' ' Q/? 
and /^*(;ii,A2,...,^)=min< 
and «;,>0;/2 = l,2,...,^-l } (3.23) 
In (3.23) the term in the braces { } is equal to 
The recurrence relationship of dynamic programming technique when applied 
to the above nonlinear programming problem yields. 
A*U'^ 2' ^pr min — ^fk-\[\ -CkX^hh -Ck2% J-n-Ckry^k 
K 
(3.24) 
Where ^1^ indicates the maximum value that Wy^  can take without violating any 
of the constraints stated in the problem. The value of fij^ is obtained by, 
h = min X\ X2 
I, 
Q i Q2 Q/p 
since any value greater than y^ ^ would violate at 
Jh least one constraints. Thus at the k stage the optimum values «^ and /^ can 
be determined as functions of X\,X2,...,)ip 
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Finally at the L^ stage for the L strata, since the values 
* . /l],/l2'"-5'^n.are known to be C-[,C2,...,Cp respectively we can determine ni is 
known, the remaining values ni_\,ni_2,..., can be determined by retracing the 
sub-optimization steps. The following numerical example will illustrate the 
details of the dynamic programming procedure. 
A Numerical Example: 
The same data as given in section 3.3 is used to illustrate the dynamic 
programming approach. 
The nonlinear programming problem, minimizing (3.17) thus becomes, 
. . . . . 53.645 , 37.885 ., . .^ 
Minimize - + (3.25) 
n\ «2 
4«| + 5«2 ^ 400 1 
subject to \ (3.26) 
20«i+22«2 <2000j 
and « i ,«2^0 (3.27) 
since h-2 and 7 = 2, this problem can be considered as a two-stage dynamic 
programming problem with two state parameters. The first stage problem for 
k-\ is to find the minimum value of 
. 53.645 
/I(AI,A2) as f\[k,h) = mm — 
0<«, </?! "1 
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where A],A,2 are costs available for allocation at stage 1 for 1^ ' strata and n\ is 
a non-negative value which satisfies the side constraints 4«i < ^ j and 
20n2 < /I2 • Here A,\ - 400 - 5«2 ^^'^ ^2 - 2000 - 22«2 • Hence the maximum 
value ^i that n\ can assume is given by 
P\=n\ - min /ti /In 
Q i Q2 mm 
400-5^2 2000 - 22^2 
4 ' 20 
(3.28) 
Thus , / ]* (A , ,A2)= / I ' 400-5^2 2000-22^2 
4 ' 20 
53.645 
n* 
1 
yll = 400 - 5«2 
53.645 
mm 
400 - 5^2 2000 - 22/72 
4 ' 20 
The second stage problem i.e. for ^ = 2, is to find the minimum value 
F2 as / ]* (A], /I2) = f\ (AI , ^ 2) = min C2 .*r400-5«2 20000-22«2 
"2 
+ /l 20 
where X\,X2 are the costs available for allocation at stage 2 which are equal to 
400 and 2000 respectively. The maximum value that «2can assume without 
violating the constraints is given by 
/?2 = min 
Al /to 
Q l "^22 mm 
400-5/72 2000-22/22 
5 ' 22 
= min(80,90,9l) 
= 80 
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Thus the recurrence relations (3.24) can be restated as, 
Mm/2* (400,2000)= mm 
0 < «2 ^ 80 
37.885 53.645 
«9 ' . r400-5«2 2000-22«2^ 
^ mm — - , 
4 20 
Since mm 
0 < «2 ^ 80 
400-5«2 2000-22«2^ 400-5/72 A 
-, = ^ ;0<«9<80 
4 20 j 4 ^ 
/^  
Therefore, mm 
0 < «2 < 80 
37.885 53.645 
+ «2 400 - 5«2 
4 
-2.018068 at «2 =38.8 
Thus «2 =38.8 and /2*(400,2000) = 2.018068 
T7 noc^ * . r400-5«2 2000-22«2^ From (3.28) ni =mm -, 
' I 4 20 
= min(51.5,57.32) 
= 51.5 
Thus the optimum solution of the problem is given by 
«1 =51.5 ,«2 =38.8 and / =2.018068.The rounded off compromise 
allocation is ni =51 and n'j =39 which is same as worked out graphically in 
Section 3.3 
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CHAPTER -4 
MIXED ALLOCATION IN STRATIFIED SAMPLING 
4.1 INTRODUCTION: 
In stratified sampling let the population of size N be divided into L strata 
of sizes N], N2,...,Ni . Let the objective of the survey be to estimate the 
_ L _ 
population mean Y - ^l^/jF/jOf the study variable y. The sampling variance 
h=\ 
L 
Viy^^) of the stratified sample mean y^^ - '^W^y^ which serves as an 
h=\ 
unbiased estimate of Y is given by 
vry,)=T.-^ - S ^ r ^ (4-1) 
h=\ «/^  h=l ^h 
Let the total cost ' C of the survey be given as 
L 
L 
Or C-c^^Y^c^nf^^Co (say) (4.2) 
h=\ 
(The notations in this paper are as given in Cochran (1977) unless specified 
otherwise.) 
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Before drawing a stratified sample to construct an estimate of Y, the 
sampler has to allocate the sample sizes to various strata. The sample sizes may 
be allocated to minimize the variance of the estimate for a fixed cost or to 
minimize the cost of the survey for a given precision of the estimate. 
Generally a single allocation is used to obtain rih for all the strata. But 
sometimes there are valid reasons due to which only a particular type of 
allocation is advisable in a particular part of a stratified population. In such 
situations it would be reasonable to divide the strata into mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive groups and use a particular type of allocation in one group. Clark 
and Steel (2000) used a similar idea in two-stage stratified sampling. Such an 
allocation, which uses different type of allocations for different groups of strata, 
may be called a "Mixed allocation". 
It is well known that the optimum allocation given by 
«/, = ^ ;h = 1,2,...,L 
is the most efficient allocation for a fixed cost. But, in practice there are certain 
limitations to the use of optimum allocafion. The most severe of all is the 
absence of the knowledge of stratum variances S, . 
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If Sh are not known, they may be replaced by their sample estimates S/, 
thus yielding the modified optimum allocation, as 
. CoiWhShl^jCh) , , . , 
nil =—2 ;« = i,2,...,L. 
h=\ 
Unfortunately, in general, there is no guarantee that this modified 
optimum allocation is really optimum. At times it proves to be less efficient 
than even proportional allocation (see Sukhatme et al. (1984)). Therefore, even 
if the estimates of Sj^ are available it is not always advisable to use the 
modified optimum allocation. 
Further, the use of proportional allocation requires the knowledge of 
stratum weights Wh. If true values of Wf, are not known and their estimated 
values are used then even the proportional allocation at times proves to be less 
efficient than the equal allocation. 
In the above situations we propose the use of mixed allocation. If for 
2 
some strata S^ are known they may be placed in one group and optimum 
allocation may be used in this group. Further if for some of the strata Sl are not 
known but Wfj are known exactly they may be placed in one group and 
proportional allocation may be used in this group. Furthermore, if Sjj^ and 
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2 W^ both are unknown for some of the strata they may be placed in one group 
and equal or some other allocation may be used. 
There are other situations also where the use of mixed allocation could be 
advocated safely as described in the numerical example in section 5. 
4.2. THE MIXED ALLOCATION: 
Let the L strata of a stratified population be divided into k groups 
Gi,G2,...,G]^, where the group G.-; j-l,2,...,k consists of Lj strata with 
k 
lLj=L. 
Let us assume that the first Zj strata constitute the group Gj, the next I2 
strata constitute the group G2, and so on up to the last Z^ strata constituting 
the group Gy^ . Under this scheme, theyth group Gj-j' = 1,2,-,k will consist of 
Lj strata from stratum number \Y,^ +1 to stratum number ^Lj. 
In order to use different types of allocations in different groups we define 
«/j =(Xj/3fj;hElj;j = \,2,-.,k (4.3) 
where Ij;] = 1,2,...,A: is the set of indices of the strata constituting the group 
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Gj,P}^', helj\j = \,2,...,k are known constants depending upon the type of 
allocation to be used in the group G, and a;;] = 1,2,...,A: are to be determined 
For example if in any particular group, say Gp, equal allocation is to be used 
then P^ =\\help 
Proportional allocation in the gth group Gq may be achieved by letting 
Ph=Wh;h^Iq 
To use optimum allocation in the rth group Gy., p^ may be taken as 
Some other allocations are also used in literature such as the allocations 
proportional to W^Yy^ or ^/ji?;,, where Ri^;h -1,2,...,L denotes the range of the 
Mh stratum (see Murthi (1967)). Then/?;, may be taken as y^ /^  -WfjYfj or 
Pfj - Wj^Rfj accordingly. 
It is to be noted that under the above scheme 
^J 
7-1 ;'-i J 
'ZLi+l, Y,Li + 2,...,Y,Li\;j-l,2,...,k (4.4) 
/=] /=1 /=l 
k 
where /^p | /^ =^(^;r^s and [jlj = {l,2...,l} 
7=1 
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The problem of finding the mixed allocation defined in (4.3) that 
minimizes V{yst) given by (4.1) for a fixed cost may be formulated as the 
following nonlinear programming problem (NLPP): 
L w^S^ 
Minimize ^ ^ ^ (4.5) 
L 
subject to '^Cfjn}j<CQ (4.6) 
h=\ 
nh=ajPh\h^Ij\j = \,2,...,k (4.7) 
and 0<nfj<Nh;h = l,2,-,L (4.8) 
where fi"om the expression of V{ygf) the terms independent of njj are dropped. 
From (4.3) we have 
1 ^ ^ = 1 1 ^ (4.9) 
L k 
and Ya^h^^h = Z H^fhPh (4-10) 
h=\ j^lhelj 
Using (4.9) and (4.10) the NLPP (4.5) - (4.8) may be restated as: 
, . k k W^S^ 
Minimize F{aj)= ^ E - ^ - ^ (4.11) 
j=]helj ^jPh 
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k 
subject to Y^Y^^j^hPh^Co (4.12) 
j=\helj 
and aj>0;j = \,2,...,k (4.13) 
Assuming equality in (4.12) and ignoring restrictions in (4.13) the 
NLPP (4.5) - (4.8) can be solved by Lagrange multipliers technique. If the 
solution thus obtained also satisfies the restrictions in (4.13), the NLPP (4.5) -
(4.8) is solved. Otherwise some nonlinear programming technique may be used 
such as proposed by Kokan and Khan (1967). 
Furthermore, they have suggested that if for any h (say /z = /) the value of 
n^ does not satisfy «/ > Ni then we may put «/ = Ni and reconstruct the 
NLPP with the remaining L-1 strata. 
4.3. THE SOLUTION: 
We first consider the problem of minimizingF^a.) given by (4.11), 
subject to (4.12). 
k w}sl k 1 
Define <^[a^,^)= ^ ^ - ^ + ^ ( 1 Y^o^jChPh-Co) (4-14) 
j=\helj ^jPh j=ihelj 
where A is the Lagrange multiplier. 
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Differentiating ^ with respect to Uj and A partially and equating the partial 
derivatives to zero we get the following {k+1) simultaneous equations 
-2o2 
^^ " E ^ ^ + ^ I ^ / , A / , = 0 ; 7 = 1,2,...,^ (4.15) 
^^j helj cc]Ph helj 
a n d ^ = I Iccjchh-Co=0 (4.16) 
^^ j=\helj 
Solving (4.15) and (4.16) for aj we get 
helj helj 
cCj=C^^-~^ ' ;j = l,2,...,k (4.17) 
j ^ \ \ helj helj 
The values of the sample sizes «/, for the strata belonging to a particular 
group say G„, that is iovh G I„, are obtained by substituting the value of a ,• 
given by (4.17) for j=p, in (4.7), where p G {1,2,...,A:} 
The resulting variance (ignoring fpc) under mixed allocation is given by 
''^mixed ~ 2-i 2-i 7, 
j=\ heli ""jPh 
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l^ y J=A h^h helj 
j=H helj hell 
f 
k 
j=\^ helj helj J 
(4.18) 
4.4. THE INEFFICIENCY OF THE MIXED ALLOCATION: 
The relative efficiency (KE.Xpt of the optimum allocation for fixed cost 
as compared to the corresponding mixed allocation is given by 
(^.£)„^,=^™f^^ (4.19) 
where F^ /jcg,^  is given by (4.18) and V^p^ (ignoring ^c) is given by 
L 
,2 C£j^h^h4^) 
Vopt-^^^ (4.20) 
The quantity on the RHS of (4.19) can also be called the Relative 
Inefficiency 
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(R.I.E.)mixed of the mixed allocation as compared to \hp dptimujm^^(/cat|6n. 
That is 
• • ' ^ • ~ 
(^•^•^•)mixed " 
k 
I 
'mixed 'opt J~^ 
Kpt ^~~ 
"y h h _ y^ h h 
^helj ^j^h helj ""Kopt) 
(4.21) 
where n^(^Qp(^ denote the sample sizes under optimum allocation for help. 
The contribution of the allocation in a particular group Gp towards the 
total relative inefficiency is given by the term 
/ •y h h _ y h h \ 
hel„ ""jPh hel, "hiopt) 
V, 
(4.22) 
opt 
The expression (4.22) helps us in deciding whether to use any particular 
allocation in a particular group or not. If a particular allocation related to group 
of strata results in a large contribution towards the total relative inefficiency 
then the decision for using it may be reviewed. 
4.5. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: 
In stratification with seven strata the values of iV/j, s, and c/j 
are given in Table 1. It is assumed that the total available budget of the survey 
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C = 4500 units, which includes an overhead cost co = 500 units. This gives the 
total available amount for measurements CQ=C-CQ = 4500-500 = 4000 
units. 
The data in Table 1 are artificially constructed to illustrate the 
computational details in using the mixed allocation. The data are so arranged 
that: 
(i) Strata 1, 2 & 3 constitute group Gj in which equal allocation is to be 
used. 
(ii) Strata 4 & 5 constitute group G2 in which proportional allocation is to be 
used. 
(iii) Strata 6 & 7 constitute group G3 in which optimum allocation is to be 
used. 
Thus Ii ={1,2,3}, I2 ={4,5} and I3 ={6,7} 
It can be seen that 11;; = 1,2,3 are mutually exclusive and exliaustive. 
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Table 4.1 
Values of N}^, S}j and c^ for seven strata 
Stratum 
No. 
h 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Stratum size 
A^ // 
472 
559 
425 
218 
233 
328 
265 
Estimated stratum 
S.D. 
Sh 
5.237 
5.821 
5.238 
25.528 
22.232 
15.129 
40.125 
Per units cost of 
measurement 
Ch 
6 
8 
7 
12 
11 
10 
15 
In group G], consisting of strata 1,2 and 3 equal allocation is proposed as 
these strata are relatively more homogeneous as compared to the others. 
Proportional allocation is proposed in group G2, consisting of strata 4 and 5 
because they have relatively smaller size among the remaining four strata. In 
group G3, consisting of the strata 6 and 7 optimum allocation is used due to the 
large variation in the estimated stratum standard deviations. 
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used. 
Table 4.2 gives the sample sizes when overall optimum allocation is 
Table 4.2 
Sample sizes under over all optimum allocation 
h 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Wh 
0.189 
0.224 
0.170 
0.087 
0.093 
0.131 
0.106 
Sh 
5.237 
5.821 
5.238 
25.528 
22.232 
15.129 
40.125 
Ch 
6 
8 
7 
12 
11 
10 
15 
WfjSfj 
0.990 
1.304 
0.890 
2.221 
2.067 
1.982 
4.253 
W^s^l^ 
0.404 
0.461 
0.336 
0.641 
0.623 
0.627 
1.098 
^hSh4^ 
2.425 
3.688 
2.355 
7.694 
6.855 
6.268 
16.472 
^h{opt) 
(rounded) 
35 
40 
29 
56 
55 
55 
96 
The estimated variance v{y^f) under optimum allocation ignoring Q)c is 
V" 
f 7 ^2 
(45.757)^  
4000 
= 0.5234. (4.23) 
The application of the mixed allocation to various groups of the strata according 
to the given scheme may be achieved by letting 
^h(m)=^J^h'J = l'^^'^'^h^^j (4.24) 
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where n^.yh = \,2,...,L denote the sample sizes under mixed allocation and 
/?;, = 1 for /2 6 /] = {1,2,3}, Ph=Wh for /? e /2 = {4,5} and 
Ph= ^h^hl&j for/2G/3={6,7}. 
' 2 2 In Table 4.3 the values of Wf^si I p}^ and c/^ y^ /j are tabulated. 
Table 4.3 
Values of W^s]! Ph and c^Ph 
H 
1 
2 
3 
Wh^h 
0.990 
1.304 
0.890 
Sub total for /z e /j 
4 
5 
2.221 
2.067 
Sub total for /z G /2 
6 
7 
1.982 
4.253 
Subtotal for/z e 73 
^l^l 
0.980 
1.700 
0.792 
4.933 
4.272 
3.928 
18.088 
Ch 
6 
8 
7 
12 
11 
10 
15 
h 
1 
1 
1 
0.087 
0.093 
0.627 
1.098 
K^l'Ph 
0.980 
1.700 
0.792 
3.472 
56.701 
45.935 
102.636 
6.270 
16.470 
22.740 
ChPh 
6 
8 
7 
21.000 
1.044 
1.023 
2.067 
6.270 
16.470 
22.740 
Table 4.4 
Computation of a 1 
Group 
No. 
J 
{A) 
hel J 
(B) 
hell 
(O Mm a , = 4 0 0 0 x - £ ^ 
3.472 
102.636 
22.740 
21.000 
2.067 
22.740 
0.407 
7.047 
1 
Z(^) 
8.539 
14.565 
22.740 
45.844 
35.512 
614.868 
87.252 
The values of P^ from Table 4.3 and values of a.- from Table 4.4 when 
substituted in the formula (4.24) give the mixed allocation nu\;h - 1,2,...,7 as 
For y = 1, Of ,=1 and h&I\= {1,2,3}. 
=^«l(w) =«2(m) =«3(ffz) =35. 
For 7 = 2, ^2= 614.868 and /2e/2={4,5}. 
^ «4(^) = aiP^ = 614.868 x 0.087 = 53.493 = 54 and 
«5(m)=«2>^5 =614.868x0.093 = 57.183 =57 
For ;• = 3, ay =87.252 and hel2= {6,7}. 
^«6(m)=^3y^6= 87.252x0.627 = 54.707 =55 and 
«7(w) = «3y^7 = 87.252 x 1.098 = 95.803 = 96 
The estimated variance v{ygf) (ignoring ^c) under the mixed allocation is 
given by 
7 fj^ 2^2 
^mixed = Z = 0.5356 
4.5.1 Loss In Precision Due To The Use Of Mixed Allocation: 
The estimated relative inefficiency of the mixed allocation as compared 
to the overall optimum allocation is 
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iR-^-^)mixed = '" '" ' '^ ''"'' X100% = ^•^^^^"^•^^^^ X100% = 0.363% VQP( 0.5234 
The contributions of the equal and proportional allocations towards the 
estimated total relative inefficiency are given as 
•y h h _ 'Y' h h 
heh ^h(m) heL ^hiopt) 0 0992 - 0 0978 (R.I.E.l,,,,l = ^ ^^ ' X100% = X100% = 0.267% 
^ ^^^" '^ Vopt 0..5234 
and 
y '_'JLVL_ y ^'^h^h 
'l^'P v„ ,^ 0.5234 
respectively. 
It can be seen that 0.267 + 0.096 = 0.363 
that is {R.I.E)^i^^d = i^-i-E)equal "^i^-^-^)prop-
Since the R.I.E. of mixed allocation is only 0.363%) we conclude that in 
the present scenario mixed allocation can be used without any significant loss in 
the precision. 
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4.6 THE FIXED COST MIXED ALLOCATION USING DYNAMIC 
PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE: 
The problem of finding the mixed allocation defined in (4.3) that 
minimize V{yg() given by (4.1) for fixed cost maybe given as the following 
Nonlinear programming problem (NLPP): 
Minimize 2^ — 
h = \ ""h 
L 
subject to '^Cfjnjj <CQ 
h = \ 
nh=cCjPh'^heIj\ j=\,2,...k (4.25) 
aj>0;j=\,2,...k 
and «/j > 0; h = \,2,...,L 
Where fi-om the expression of V{yg() the terms independent of nh are 
dropped. From (4.3) we have 
T-^^-TT-^ (4.26) 
h = \ "^ j=lhelj "^jPh 
L k 
and Y^hnf, = ^ Yu^jChPh (4-27) 
h = 1 ;=l/?e/i 
using (4.26) and (4.27) the NLPP (4.25) may be restated as: 
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Minimize 
subject to 
and 
k k 
j=\helj 
ai>0;j = \,2,-,k 
(4.28) 
4.6.1 Solution Using Dynamic Programming Techniques: 
In this section solution procedures have been developed for solving MPP 
(4.26) using dynamic programming technique. Consider the r' stage sub 
problem of MPP (4.26) for the first r(<k) groups. 
Minimize ^ / ; (a;) 
r 
subject to ^g j{a j)< Cj. 
7=1 
and a; >0 ; j = l,2,...,r 
(4.29) 
where fj{aj)^ 2 . ^ ^ ^ ^Sjiccj) = h^jChPh ^Q ; j = l,2,...,r, 
helj ""jPh hel J 
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Cr < Co is the available budget for measurements of the selected units from the 
first r groups. With the above definition of Cr we have 
Cr = Co for r=k 
also Cf.= glial)+ g2ia2) + ... + gr («r) 
Cr-l =g\i0(\) +82(^2)+ - + gr-\(^r-\) = Cr~gr(^r) 
C2 =g\ioci) + g2ic(2)^C2-g3{a2) 
and Ci = glial) = C2 -g2{cc2) 
If / {r,C,,) denotes the minimum value of the objective function of sub 
problem (4.29), then 
/ (r, C^) = Min 
feasible a.-
Yufj \^j)-YuSj («;•)= Q andaj >0 ;] = l,2,-,r 
(4.30) 
For first stage (r=l) 
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' <siy ^ 
file,) ^ 3 heh Ph 
C, 
at a] = Q 
Yu^hPh 
(4.31) 
and for r > 2 
/ ( r ,C^)= min 
0<g,(a,)<C, 
yr h h 
he I, Ph 
a. 
+ f{r-\,C^-gy{a,)) (4.32) 
Expression (4.32) gives the required recurrence relation. 
From / (A:, C) the optimum value of aj^ is obtained from 
f {k-\,C-gki^k)) the optimum value of a^_i, is obtained and so on until 
a\ is determined. 
After obtaining a,;; = 1,2,..., k the values of /^^  are obtained by using 
(4.3). 
4.6.2 Numerical Examples: 
The data given in Table 4.1 and 4.2 are used to illustrate the application 
of dynamic programming technique to work out the mixed allocation. In 
stratification with seven strata the value of Nh, Sh and Ch are given in Table 4.1 
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The total available budget of the survey C = 4500 units, which includes 
an overhead cost CQ = 500 units. This gives the total available amount for 
measurements 
CQ=C-CQ= 4500-500 = 4000 units. 
The grouping are also same as given in Section 4.5 
The application of the mixed allocation to various groups of the strata 
according to the given scheme may be achieved by letting 
h = ^M /2 6/i = {l,2,3}, 
h = Whfor /zG/2 = {4,5} 
and Ph = - 5 ^ for hel2 = {6,7} 
as discussed in Section 4.2. 
1 7. 
In Table 4.3 the values of W^sf I p}j and c/^ y^ /, are tabulated. 
With the values given in Table 4.2 the problem of mixed allocation for fixed 
precision may be stated as: 
,,. . . 2All 102.636 22.740 Minimize + + 
a] «2 0^ 3 
subject to l\a\ + 2.0576Jr2 + 22.74^ 3^ <4000 
and aj>0;j-l,2,'^ 
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Using (4.31) 
^., ^ X 21x3.472 72.912 Q 
Using (4.32) 
^ ( 2 , 0 , ) = ' ^ ? : ^ . '2-' '2 
^2 C2-2.067 «;2 
Minimizing /(2,C2) with respect to aj by differentiating and equating 
to zero we get: 
102.636 72.912x2.067 
aj (C2-2.067^2)^ 
10.1309 
This gives ao = — - ^ ^ Cn = 0.3050 Co 
^ 33.217 ^ ^ 
^ ^. ^ X 102.636 72.9309 533.8354 
and/(2, C2) = + = 
^ ^^  0.3050 C2 0.3696 C2 C2 
Using recurrence relation (4.32) 
^.^ ^ X 22.74 533.8354 
^3 03-22.740^3 
22.74 _ 533.8354x22.74 
<23 (03-22.74^3) 2 
or a2 = ^ ^ ^ C 3 =0.0218 C3 
^ 218.6170 ^ ^ 
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^^ ^ / - , ^ ^ 22.74 533.8354 2101.6863 
Thus / (3, C-i) = + = 
^ ^^ 0.0218 C3 0.5043 C3 C3 
Putting C3 = Co = 4000 we get 
^3 =0.0218 C3 =87.2 
Thus C2 =C3-22.74^3 =2017.072 
and ^2 =0-3050 C2 =615.2070 
Finally Q =02-2 .067^2 =745.4392 
and a i = - ^ =35.4971 
' 21 
Using (4.3) the values of n^ are obtained as 
«j = a j ^1 = 35.4971x1.00 « 35 
„2 = « ! y92 = 35.4971x1.00 «35 
«3=ai /?3 = 35.4971x1.00 «35 
«4 =0:2 A = 615.2070x0.087 « 54 
„5=«2 y^ 5 = 615.2070x0.093 «57 
«6 = «3 y^ 6 = 8V.2 X 0.627 « 55 
«7 =0:3 ^7 = 87.2x1.098 «96 
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The above values are same as worked out in Section (4.5). 
As discussed by Ahsan et al. (2005) this mixed allocation may be used 
without any significant loss in the precision of the estimate. 
4.7 THE FIXED PRECISI MIXED ALLOCATION USING DYNAMIC 
PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE: 
The problem of determining the minimum cost mixed allocation for fixed 
precision as formulated by Ahsan et al. (2005) may be stated as 
Minimize C{n^)- ^C}^n}^ 
subject to <VQ v^ h h 
nh=ccjl3h;helj •,j=\,2,...k 
aj>0;j=\,2,...k 
«/j>0; h-\,2,...,L 
(4.33) 
where vo =v+ } 
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Note that in MPP (4.33) the tolerance Hmit VQ has a known value fixed 
according to the required precision of the estimate y^f. 
Using the equality constraint n^ = ajJ3^ the MPP (4.33) may be 
expressed as: 
Minimize f(G(j)=^ ^^j^hPh 
j=lhelj 
subject to 
and 
j=\helj ""jPh 
aj>0;j-^l,2,-,k 
(4.34) 
4.7.1 Solution Using Dynamic Programming Technique: 
In this section solution procedure have been developed for solving MPP 
(4.34) using dynamic programming technique. Since linear constraints are easy 
to handle letting x,- = — , MPP (4.34) may be restated as: 
a J 
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ChPh Minimize f{Xj)= ^ ^ 
j=\helj ^j 
subject to 2^ X o J - *^0 
and 
J=\helj ^h 
Xj >0; j = \,2,...,k 
(4.35) 
Jh Consider the r stage sub problem of (4.35) for the first r(<k) groups as: 
Minimize '^fji^j) 
subject to Y, Sj (xj) ^ VQ 
and X; >0 ; 7 = 1,2,...,r 
(4.36) 
Chh L Wlsl where fj{xj)= ^ ^ ^ , g y ( x y ) = X -\^^j and .;^)<.o is the 
helj ^J helj Ph 
available tolerance for F (j^ /^) according to the required precision for 
measurements of the selected unit from the first k-groups, with the above 
definition of v\ ' we have 
0 = ^ 0 for r=k 
also vj''^ =g|(x,)+ g2 (^ 2 ) + ••• +^r(^r) 
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V 0 ^1 (^1) + ^2 (^2) + - + gr-\ i^r-\) = ^n''^ " Sr i^r) 
(2) (3) 
^0 = ^ l ( ^ l ) + ^2(^2) = ''0 - ^ 3 ( ^ 3 ) 
,(1) - w(2) and vy =g\{xx)^vy-g2{x2) 
^tl denotes the minimum value of the objective fiinction of 
subproblem (4.35), then 
/ h^ ,^ ('-) Min feasible x, 
( \ 
Yfh {xh)-T.Sh {xh)=VQandxf,>0;h = l,2,-,r 
h=l h=\ 
(4.37) 
for the first stage (r =1) 
M)]-r. L(l) fM'=AK'h-i- ^0 
^l^l 
heh Ph 
(4.38) 
Using (4.37) and (4.36) for first stage (r = 1) 
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v^ h h 
/luJ" heL Ph 
\ 
Y.^hPh 
XI) at X] 
/ I ) 0 
heh ^h 
(4.39) 
and for r > 2 we have the recurrence relation 
f\r,yV mm 
0<g,(;c,)<F, 
Ya^hPh 
'- + f{r-\,vl' -grixr) (4.40) 
From / {k, VQ ) the optimum value of Xj^^ is obtained from, 
/ (A:-l,vo -Ski^k)) the optimum value of Xf^_\, is obtained and so on until 
x\ is determined. 
After obtainingXy;y = 1,2,...,^ ; a; =— are computed and «/, may be 
^ ; 
obtained using (4.3). 
4.7.2 A Numerical Example: 
With the same data as given in Section 4.5 it is also assumed that the 
tolerance limit for precision of the estimate is fixed at VQ = 0.6 
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The constructions of groups are same as in Ansari et al. (2008) and the 
same allocations are applied to the three groups. 
The over all optimum allocation for fixed precision is given by 
n, J^^^^/V^)K^^M,.i,2,...,L (4.41) 
^^ h=l 
(See Cochran (1977)). 
L 
N 
Substituting VQ =^V+ —Y,Wh^l in (4.1) we get 
h=\ 
^^^KWMW^).,^1^2,...,L (4.42) 
^0 
For the given data, using (4.42), the rounded off optimum allocation for 
fixed precision with VQ = 0.6 is worked out as: 
•fe • ( • } b U> j U j l . JL, 
n\ =31, «2 =35, «3 =26, «4 =49, «5 =48, wg =46 and n-j =84 
with the total cost of survey 
L 
C = Ychn^ = 3504 units. (4.43) 
The application of the mixed allocation to various groups of the strata 
according to the given scheme may be achieved by letting 
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n}j = Ujph; j = 1,2,3 \helj 
where rifj', h = l,2,...L denotes the sample sizes under mixed allocation 
and 
h-\for /2e/i = {1,2,3}, 
/ih = Wf,for hGl2-{A,5} 
and J3h = ^ ^ for hel^ = {6,7}. 
rlol For the given data the values of Wj^ 5^ IPj^ and c^fi^are given in Table 4.3. 
With the values obtained in Table 4.3 the MPP (4.35) takes the form: 
Minimize 21 2.067 22.74 
— + + 
subject to 3.472x1 + 102.636x2 + 22.74x3 < 0.6 
xy>0;y = 1,2,3 
(4.44) 
Using (4.39) 
fk^y-^ 
V, (1) 
TO Q10 
—-— at xi=0.2S^v^'' 
Using (4.40) 
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^ . . ( 2 ) L ^ . ^2.912 
,(2) 
^2 v^^^-102.636x2 
Minimizing /12, vi ^ I with respect to X2 by differentiating it partially 
with respect to X2 and equating to zero we get: 
1.4377 (2) 
^ 234.0664 0 
^ ( . ,.(2))_ 2.067 ^ 72.9309 
0.006142 v^^^ 0.369610 v^^^ 
M . W f(3 .(3)122.74, 533.80271 
= 0.006142v(^) 
533.80271 
v(2) 
^3 vj^^-22.74x3 
iJ686«„) = 0.02183 .P) 
^ 218.61469 0 ^ 
(3)\ 22.74 533.80271 _ 2101.6887 
^ 0.0218 3 v^^^ 0.503972 v^^^ v^^^ 
Substituting VQ = v^^ = 0.6 
And 
^3 = 
subsequently 
(2) 
^0 
0.02183 
= 0.6-
"^'^ 
0.2976165 
= 0.0130878 
= 0.3023835 
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X2 = 0.006142 v^^ = 0.0018572 
,0) 
=> 
This gives 
and 
^6 
X, = 
Qf| : 
«2 
^3 
= U . J U Z J 6 J D - l 
= 0.288KJ^ 
= — =31.066416 
xi 
= — = 538.44497 
^2 
== — =76.407035 
^3 
 0.3023835-0.19056155 =0.111768 
= 0.0321891 
Using (4.3) the Values of the mixed allocation are given as 
«l = «2 = «3 = ^ 1 = 31.066416 «31 
«4=a2y^4 = 53 8.44497x0.087 =46.844712 «47 
«5 = ^2 y^ 5 = 538.44497x0.093 = 50.075382 « 50 
«g =0^3 ^ g =76.407035x0.627 =47.9021 «48 
and «7 = 0:3 y^ y = 76.407035 x 1.098 = 83.894924 « 84 
The total cost of the survey is 
7 
C = Y^^h^h = 3505 units. (4.45) 
h=\ 
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Since there is no significant difference in the total cost of the survey 
given by (4.44) and (4.45) the Mixed Allocation for fixed precision can be used 
without any substantial increase in the total cost of the survey. 
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